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GENERAL 
PURPOSE

EASY GRIPIMPACT

The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
indicates that upper extremity 
injuries are the highest cause 

of work-related injuries that 
cause days away from work. 
This includes trunk, back and 
hand injuries. The right hand 

protection on the job can help 
reduce the risk of injuries.

Brass Knuckle®  
BK199

With BK199, get twice the functionality from a single pair of gloves. This unique, flip-sided hand 
protection features raised blue latex dots on one side for a sure grip—and bone-shaped latex foam 
pads on the other side for back-of-the-hand impact protection. Or is it the other way around?

Wear the dots on the palm side for excellent anti-slip benefits without the “sweaty palm” feeling that 
a full palm and finger coating can cause. Or flip the protection by putting the gloves on the opposite 
hands, and the specially configured “bones” turn into a padded grip that still allows plenty of flex-
ibility. With its reversible design, BK199 is ideal for warehouse work, construction, and more. And its 
lightweight, 7-gauge polyester/cotton shell offers breathability, flexibility, and comfort for all-day wear.

Does this mean that being two-faced is a good thing? You tell us. 

FLIP FOR FUNCTION  
AMBIDEXTROUS GRIP/IMPACT PROTECTION

Ideal Markets
Automotive | Construction | Facility Maintenance | Mechanics | Oil & Gas | Petroleum | Glass/Plastics |   
Processing | Refineries | Roofing | Warehouse 
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SmartShell™

Hand Protection

Brass Knuckle SmartShell™ BK199
Two-sided protection, to double glove functionality. One side provides small latex 
for palm and finger grip, while the flip side’s impact-resistant padded “bones” offer 
impact protection on the outside, and padded great-grip bumps on the inside.

1. The lightweight, polyester/cotton shell 
provides extreme flexibility with a snug, 
comfortable fit. 

2. When worn facing 
in, blue latex 
dots across palm 
and fingers offer 
flexibility and strong 
grip, without the 
trapped heat caused 
by a full palm 
coating.

3. Foam latex padded “bones” provide moderate 
impact protection for the back of the 
hand when worn on the outside, grip and 
cushioning when worn on the inside.

4. Ambidextrous—wear with the dots on 
the inside and impact protection on the 
outside—or switch to the opposite hands to 
reverse the protection.

5. Stretchy wrist provides custom fit that 
comfortably keeps debris out.
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Size Shell/Coat Pack Sz Part #
9 White/Blue 12 pair  BK199-9
10 White/Blue 12 pair  BK199-10
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